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Visual motion signals in extrastriate visual area MT provide the primary sensory input that guides smooth
pursuit eye movements.
Because of the broad tuning of MT neurons for target direction and speed, many
neurons are active in MT when a target moves with any given direction and speed: as a consequence,
any
given visual motion is represented in the brain by the discharge of a large population of neurons, called the
"population response". The long-term goal of this application is to understand how the population response is
read by the motor system to provide commands for smooth pursuit eye movements.
Prior work has allowed
us to form the hypothesis for that target speed is decoded from the population response in MT by performing
a vector-averaging
computation
on an opponent motion signal, where the computation
is biased toward
estimating low speeds if the population response is noisy or has a low amplitude. We now will ask how target
direction is coded and decoded for pursuit. Direction has been chosen for analysis because it offers
advantages for understanding
how the decoding computation
is done with neurons. We will develop an
analysis that is based on the mean and variation of individual neural and behavioral responses in awake,
trained rhesus monkeys. We will conduct behavioral
experiments
to determine
how well pursuit can
discriminate
between targets moving in slightly different directions, for stimuli with and without directional
noise. We will record the mean and variation of neural responses in MT during the directional discrimination,
and investigate
co-variation
of neural and behavioral
responses
as well as correlations
between the
responses of pairs of MT neurons. Then, we will evaluate possible neural mechanisms for decoding taraget
direction by computer simulations of a neural network model with a realistic population code and neurallyplausible decoding mechanisms.
Our proposed approach investigates
the situation faced by the pursuit
system in real life, when it must estimate target direction on the basis of individual responses of many
neurons. It will provide us an understanding
of the neural operations performed in neural circuits between
the cerebral cortex and cerebellum,
shedding
light on the normal functions
of pathways
that are
compromised
in many strokes and motor disorders and potentially leading to new therapies for assisting in
recovery from strokes.
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I have 3 rigs for research on awake behaving
in this application.
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Each investigator
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Within the rig that will be assigned to this project, we have: CNC eye coil system; Windows NT computer
with necessary analog and digital interfaces; electronics to interface

the external world to the computer;

video display capable of spatial resolution of 2^16 pixels along each axis and temporal resolution of 250 Hz;
Thomas microdrive

for advancing multiple microelectrodes

electrodes; Plexon hardware
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Plan
aims

motion

signals

in extrastriate visual area MT provide

the primary sensory

input that guides

smooth

pursuit

eye movements
(Newsome
et al 1985). Because of the broad tuning of MT neurons for target direction and speed
(Maunsell & Van Essen 1983), many neurons are active in MT when a target moves with any given direction and
speed: as a consequence,
any given visual motion is represented
in the brain by the discharge of a large population of
neurons. How is the population
response decoded to provide the visual commands
for smooth pursuit eye
movements?
How effectively does that pooling computation work when it must extract a signal from a population
response that is degraded by either noise or low signal strengths?
These questions have been addressed extensively
for perception,
but less completely for motor control.
In the prior grant period, we have used apparent motion targets and sine wave gratings to record both the population
responses in MT and the pursuit eye movements
for the same large set of stimuli. The combined
recording and
behavioral
data have allowed us to form an hypothesis
for how target speed is decoded to determine the eye
acceleration at the initiation of pursuit eye movements
(Churchland & Lisberger 2001b; Priebe & Lisberger 2004).
Our data can be explained if the population response is decoded by performing
a vector averaging computation on an
opponent motion signal, as long as the computation is biased toward
response is noisy or has a low amplitude (see also Weiss et al 2001).

estimating

low

speeds

if the population

Our prior analysis has been based on average responses of neurons and average pursuit responses. To move toward
an understanding
of decoding in terms of neural mechanisms,
we now propose to analyze responses to single trials
and to create a computational model that can capture both the mean responses and the individual variations. We will
take advantage of two features of pursuit that enrich the problem related to prior analyses of perceptual decisions
about direction (Britten et al 1996; Zohary et al 1994; Shadlen et al 1996)" pursuit offers a continuous rather than
discrete readout of direction, and it does so based on visual signals present in a short, well-defined
time window.
Aim #1: Analysis of direction discrimination
by pursuit.
In preliminary experiments,
we have shown that the first
100 ms of pursuit is capable of discriminating a difference of 3-5 ° in the direction of motion of visual target. In the
next project period, we will test noisy stimuli that alter the behavior by changing either the time course or absolute
direction discrimination
of pursuit. Our goal will be to fully understand the limits of direction discrimination
by
pursuit when it is provided with an imperfect directional signal, and to create a behavioral
database that will guide
our recordings of the population code in area MT in Aim #2.
Aim #2: Analysis
of MT neural responses
during direction
discrimination
by pursuit. To ask how population
responses are decoded to estimate target direction for pursuit, we will record the responses of a large sample of MT
neurons while the monkey performs simple pursuit direction discrimination
tasks based on the motion of the visual
stimuli exploited
in Aim #1. The major goal of Aim #2 will be to estimate the population response for carefully
chosen stimuli, documenting neural response means and variations on the 100 ms time scale that is relevant to the
initiation of pursuit. Other goals will be to establish whether there is any correlation between the variation of the
pursuit behavior
and simultaneously
recorded MT responses,
as was found for direction discrimination
behavior
(Britten et al 1996), and to establish whether there are correlations
in the variation of responses of pairs of neurons in
the first 100 ms of their responses to motion in our behavioral conditions (after Zohary et al 1994).
Aim #3: Computational
analysis of decoding algorithms in the context of real neural responses. We will simulate a
population
of MT neurons with realistic response
means and variation. Our goal will be to use the neural data
acquired in Aim #2 to mimic the behavioral data acquired in Aim #1, through a quantitative simulation of how the
MT population response is decoded to generate pursuit eye movements.
Inspired by Shadlen et al 1996, we will use
the model as a tool for thinking quantitatively about how the transformation of sensory signals into motor commands
is impacted by assumptions
about pooling mechanisms,
neural responsiveness,
neural response variation, and
correlated neural responses. The model will suggest future experiments to determine the neural mechanisms
of
decoding.
PHS 398/2590
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and significance

Smooth pursuit eye movements are a response to the motion of a visual target. When a "step-ramp"
target motion is
used, pursuit is initiated in the direction of the ramp of target motion with a latency of 100 ms (Rashbass
1961).
Another 100 ms later, a saccade occurs to correct the difference between target position and eye position.
With the
discoveries that extrastriate
visual area MT (V5) is specialized for representing visual motion (Allman & Kass 1971;
Dubner & Zeki 1971), that lesions of MT cause deficits in the visual guidance of pursuit (Newsome et al 1985), and
that microstimulation
in MT alters the smooth eye movement response to visual motion (Groh et al 1997; Born et al
2000), it has become

clear that MT provides

a major visual drive for pursuit.

Pursuit has the organization of a classical cortical motor system. Sensory inputs arise from primary sensory cortex,
in this case the primary visual cortex and extrastriate area MT. Sensory signals pass through cortico-cortical
circuits
that involve parietal areas and the frontal motor cortex, culminating
in the "frontal pursuit area" (Tanaka
&
Fukushima
1998). The frontal and parietal cortex project to both the basal ganglia and the cerebellum, presumably
as
part of the precisely organized cortico-cerebellar
and cortico-basal
ganglia recurrent circuits (e.g. Kelly & Strick
2003).
The research supported by this grant has focused on neural computations that we presume to be done in
cortico-cerebellar
circuits from MT through the dorso-lateral pontine nucleus (Distler et al 2002). In the prior grant
period, we described the transformation of visual signals represented
in area MT into the motor commands that seem
to originate from the cerebellum.
We will delve deeper into this issue in the next project period.
Previous models of pursuit (e.g. Robinson et al 1986; Krauzlis & Lisberger 1994; Churchland & Lisberger 2001a),
have had primarily a lumped, control-theory organization. By focusing on how the visual inputs to pursuit are coded
and decoded, we are proposing to move in a new direction, to create models that use neurally-plausible
computations
to mimic the initiation of pursuit, and that take account of variability as well as average performance
at both a neural
and behavioral
level. It remains valuable to create detailed models of the cerebellar and brainstem
mechanisms of
smooth eye movement, but our goal is to drive such models with cortical inputs. We are well aware that several
cortical areas participate
in pursuit, including MST, the frontal pursuit area, and the supplementary
eye fields (e.g.
Dursteler
& Wurtz 1988; MacAvoy et al 1991; Missal & Heinen 2001). This proposal analyzes the initiation of
pursuit, justifying a focus on transformation
ms of eye velocity of pursuit.

of the first 100 ms of the neural population

code in MT into the first 100

When the target is a moving spot or texture, neurons in MT respond to local motion within their receptive field.
Each neuron has a preferred speed and direction and - for a stimulus of a given shape, size, disparity, and contrast emits the largest response for stimuli of its preferred speed and direction (e.g. Maunsell & Van Essen 1983). For any
given stimulus, however, many MT neurons discharge below their maximum because the stimulus is not of either the
preferred
speed or direction. As a result of the diversity of the preferred speeds and directions of MT neurons and
their relatively broad tuning, many (but certainly not all) MT neurons discharge for any given moving stimulus.
We
say that there is a population
of active neurons, and the challenge
faced by downstream
perceptual
and motor
systems is to decode speed and/or direction from the population
response.
For a population
code like the one in MT, we can think of the different neurons as "labeled lines" and consider
decoding computations
that find the preferred direction of the most active neurons.
Several computations
can do
this, including: "winner-take-all",
which simply reports the preferred
stimulus for the most active neuron; "vector
summation",
which takes a sum of the responses of all active neurons weighted by their preferred response;
and
"vector averaging",
which computes
the center-of-mass
of a population
response by taking the vector sum and
normalizing
according to the total amount of activity in the population.
If the population code is well-behaved
in the
sense that the preferred response parameters
of the neurons tile response
vector average, computed as the center-of-mass
of the active population,
original
network

space evenly and noise is minimal, then the
is close to an optimal linear estimator of the

stimulus (Salinas & Abbott 1994). If the population
code is noisy,
can achieve the same or even a better result (Deneve et al 1999).

a recurrent

or 2-3 layer

feed-forward

Two studies on monkeys have implied that vector averaging is the computation
used by pursuit. Lisberger & Ferrera
(1997) showed that the pursuit response to two targets moving in different directions
is best accounted
for as the
vector average of the responses to each target moving singly: vector summation and winner-take-all
failed to account
PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)
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Director

Lisberger,
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inputs can also be accounted

Stephen
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showed that the interaction

for by assuming

of electrical

that the population

stimulation

response

in MT and

in MT is decoded

by

vector averaging.
Our work in the prior grant period has used two sets of stimuli - apparent motion spot targets and sine wave gratings
- and altered the parameters
of the stimulus in a way that altered both the population code in MT and the initial
pursuit evoked by the stimulus. After measuring both the population response and the eye acceleration
evoked in the
first 100 ms of pursuit (Churchland
and Lisberger 2000, 2001b; Priebe et al 2003, 2004), we deduced that pursuit
estimates target speed from the population code in MT by applying a neural computation
that we can represent as
vector-averaging
of an opponent
motion signal with an emphasis
on low speeds of target motion if the neural
responses are small or noisy. Weiss et al (2001) have come to a similar conclusion about the perception
of object
speed.
In the next project period, we propose two new directions. First, we will turn our attention to the question of how
target direction is coded and decoded for pursuit. Our goal is to go beyond simply repeating
our prior analysis of
how target speed is estimated by the smooth pursuit system, by choosing to analyze a parameter that we think affords
a better chance of understanding
the neural mechanisms
of the decoding computation.
Second, we will develop an
analysis that is based on the mean and variation of individual neural and behavioral responses, moving a level deeper
than our prior analysis based on the mean neural and eye velocity responses. Our proposed approach investigates
the
situation faced by the pursuit system in real life, when it must estimate target direction on the basis of individual
responses
of many neurons.
It must take account of noise that is diluted by our prior approach
of averaging
responses,
and it must live in the context of correlations
in the firing of neurons with similar response properties.
Analyses that take into account noise and correlations
have been very revealing in understanding
how signals from
multiple neurons might be pooled to develop a perceptual
decision about the direction of motion (e.g. Shadlen et al
1996). The same should be true for pursuiti
The answer for pursuit may be both different and richer than that for the motion discrimination
analyzed by Shadlen
et al (1996). First, pursuit behavior uses a continuous readout of direction and speed, while the perceptual
decisions
exploited
by Newsome
et al have been mostly choices among 2 (or 8) discreet possibilities.
The challenge
is
different and the solutions may be different. Second, we know the relevant time scale for analysis of visual signals
that guide pursuit: by analyzing the first 100 ms of visual responses and eye movement,
we can be sure that we are
studying the same neural responses that drive pursuit (Lisberger & Westbrook
1985; Chou & Lisberger 2002). This
time scale has generality:
other visual motion behaviors also operate on a short time scale (e.g. Watamaniuk
et al
1989. Further, visual information
is available on a short time scale (Muller et al 2001; Buracas et al 1998; Osborne et
al 2004).
c. Progress
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Decoding the dynamics of target motion from MT responses. In Lisberger and Movshon
(1999), we asked how the
dynamics
of target motion were represented
in extrastriate
area MT and how information
about target speed and
acceleration
might be extracted from the population
code. Recordings
were made from over 100 MT neurons in
anesthetized
macaque
monkeys.
Stimuli consisted
of textures
of 100% correlated
random
dots and stimulus
trajectories
consisted of steps and ramps of dot speed within a stationary window placed over the receptive field of
the neuron under study. When the target motion provided steps of target speed, the firing of MT neurons showed a
continuum from purely tonic responses to phasic-tonic
responses with large transient overshoots
of duration 50-100
ms. Neurons with large transient
responses showed an asymmetry
in their responses to target accelerations
and
decelerations
provided by ramps of target speed, with larger responses for accelerations
than for decelerations.
We
created a model that reproduced
the dynamics of MT neuron responses
for steps and ramps of target speed.
The
successful model used divisive normalization
by a delayed signal, consistent with the results of our condition-test
experiments using brief pulses of target motion. We used the model to visualize the population response to targets of
different speeds and accelerations
and we devised weighted-averaging
computations
to decode target speed and
acceleration.
Target speed was decoded if we weighted
each neuron's
response by its preferred
speed.
Target
acceleration
was decoded if each neuron's response was weighted according to the product of its preferred speed and
an index of the size of its transient response. In a computational
analysis that is still in progress (Brome & Lisberger
2001), we have created a feedback model of pursuit eye movements
that uses a population code in MT as its input,
and variants
of the weighted-averaging
decoding
computations
to obtain signals related to target speed and
acceleration.
Our model reproduces
the time course of both the eye velocity at the initiation of pursuit and the
frequency of oscillation of pursuit during steady-state
tracking, mimicking
the performance
of lumped control theory
models (Churchland
& Lisberger 2001a).
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the speed of target motion

could

be estimated

either: 1) by determining the preferred speeds of the most active neurons in the MT population independent
of their
receptive field locations or 2) by computing how fast the active population of neurons traversed (or displaced) across
the topographic
representation
of the visual field.
In Priebe et al (2001) we tested these two possibilities
by
recording
the pursuit eye movements
initiated for targets that contained conflicting
signals: 1) a local component
designed
to activate motion sensitive neurons
with a particular
speed tuning and 2) a displacement
component
designed to active cells at a sequence of topographic
locations. We estimated how visual inputs are transformed
into
motor outputs by analyzing the first 100 ms of the eye velocity at the initiation of pursuit. Pursuit initiation was
driven primarily by the local component of motion, and was affected little by the rate of displacement
of the stimulus
across the visual field. Recordings
from anesthetized
monkeys showed that MT neurons responded primarily
to the
local component
of stimulus motion, but were influenced by the displacement
component to the same degree as was
the initiation of pursuit.
We concluded that pursuit decodes target speed by estimating the preferred speed of the
most active neurons, consistent with our emphasis on a vector-averaging
computation
to estimate target speed for
pursuit

(see below).

Apparent
motion has multiple effects on smooth pursuit eye movements.
Our search for the computation
used by
pursuit to decode the population response for motion in area MT began with a detailed analysis of the pursuit evoked
by apparent motion with different spatial and temporal separations
(Ax and At) between target flashes (Churchland
and Lisberger
2OOO), where speed is defined as Ax/At. Systematic
variation of target speed and the At between
flashes

revealed

two separate

effects.

1) Degrading

target motion

by increasing

At caused

an illusory

increase

in the

eye acceleration
at the initiation of pursuit over a middle range of values of At, followed by a decrease in eye
acceleration
at higher values of At. Degrading target motion by using a wide range of values for At and Ax, revealed
both temporal and spatial integration ranges that supported initiation
0.4 °, respectively.
2) There was a separate deficit in the maintenance

of pursuit,
of pursuit

limited at about 40-60 ms and 0.3for large values of At. Eye velocity

failed to match target velocity, even though the residual image motion should have provided visual-motor
drive to
accelerate the eyes up to target speed. The second deficit is coded in terms of target motion with respect to space,
rather than image motion across the retina. We proposed that the deficit reflects degradation
of signals related to
target velocity that modulate the internal gain of pursuit (Carey & Lisberger 2003), and that the modulatory
signals
have a larger temporal integration limit than does the visual drive for eye acceleration, per se.

4 ms

16 ms

32 ms

44 ms

Use
of apparent
motion
to
deduce the decoding computation
for target speed. Armed with a
behavioral
illusion that caused an

64 ms

o .......
4
4 ms

16 ms
............

32 ms

44 ms

8 163264

_" 75

_-

_

_

increase
in
the
initiation

the
of

pursuit for a range of parameters
of apparent
motion,
we next
recorded
the responses
of single
neurons
in area MT of awake

64 ms

O
' 4 8 1'63'26'4"
Flash separation (ms)

I
/
500 ms

unexpected
strength
of

shows responses to motion in the preferred and null directions for a single value of At.
I Figure
of the
typical
MT neurons
apparentminus
motion.
pairAt.
of histograms
Graphs 1.
onResponses
the right plot
opponent
motion to
(preferred
null)Each
versus

monkeys
Lisberger
neuron,
preferred

(Churchland
&
2OOlb).
For
each
we
characterized
its
direction
and speed

and then recorded
responses
to
apparent motion at 16 and 32°/s

over a range of values of At. Our experimental
design specifically
chose to acquire data for these two target speeds,
even if we were acquiring
data for stimuli that were far from optimal for the neuron under study. This design
provided a final sample that allowed us to estimate the population
code for our selected stimuli by assembling
the
responses to target motion at 16 and 32°/s for neurons with a wide range of preferred speeds. For all neurons (e.g.
Figure

1), increases
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histograms),
increased the response to motion in the null direction (downward histograms),
of these effects, we plotted the directional
component
of the response (preferred minus
(graphs to the right of Figure 1). For all neurons,
component of their responses decreased monotonically
the initiation

of pursuit

showed

an illusory

increase

the absolute firing rate of MT neurons
and the directional
as a function of At, even over the range of values of At where

in strength.

We next estimated
the population
code in MT by plotting each
neuron's
response to a given stimulus as a function of its preferred
speed (Churchland
& Lisberger
2001b). Figure 2 compares
the
population
responses
for targets moving at speeds of 16°/s with
values of At of 4 and 32 ms. Each neuron is represented
by one
symbol of each color, and is plotted at a location on the x-axis
derived by measuring
its preferred
speed to smooth target motion.
Each neuron's
"response"
has been estimated
by computing
the

e

eU

e-

8.

•

•

•

symbols).

This rightward

shift lies at the

heart of the illusory increase
in the strength of pursuit initiation.
Because the center-of-mass
of the population response moves toward
higher preferred speeds when At=32 ms, it is as if the target were

•"
•

q

a

•

o:

opponent
signal as the difference
in its responses to motion in the
preferred
and null directions
and then normalizing
for the largest
absolute response
emitted by the neuron. Because apparent motion
has a greater impact on the responses of neurons with preferred speed
less than stimulus speed (Mikami et al 1986), the population code for
At=32 ms (red symbols) is shifted toward higher speeds relative to
that for At=4 ms (black

or both. To capture both
null) as a function of At

I

I

I

I

40
Preferred speed

80
(deg/s)

Figure
2. Population
codes for apparent
motion
of At=4 ms (black)
and 32 ms (red) at 16°/s.
Each symbol
shows
the opponent
response
of
one MT neuron.
Black
and red vertical
lines
show the center of mass for each value of At.

moving faster physically. It is therefore natural to find that pursuit is
initiated more strongly, also as if the target were moving faster (Lisberger & Westbrook
1985). Consistent with this
explanation,
we also found an illusion of increased target speed over the same range of values of At in perceptual
experiments

on human observers

( Churchland

& Lisberger

To quantify
our prediction
applied
a vector-averaging
recorded from MT:

A

2OOlb).
of pursuit data from
decoding
computation

the population
codes, we next
to the population
codes we

X MTi PSi
80-

E='

Mo 16 d/s

(1)
e+ XMT,.
i

"o
_
N
.m

40.
--

where E is eye acceleration
denoting the strength of initiation of pursuit, MTi is the
opponent firing rate in the ith MT neuron (preferred direction minus null direction),
PSi is its preferred
speed, and e is a factor that renders the computation
noise

Model

20.

o
Z

i Data

o
I
4

'

I
8

I
16

!
32

'

I
64

(ms)

immune when firing rates are low. Application
of equation (1) to the population
codes for different apparent motion stimuli yielded excellent agreement between the
predicted eye acceleration
(Figure 3, red curve) and that actually measured for the

Figure 3. Effect of apparent
motion on the initiation of
pursuit.
Model (colored
traces) and data (symbols).

same stimuli (Figure 3, black symbols).
In our paper (Churchland
& Lisberger
2001b), we show that the use of an opponent motion signal is critical to the success
of the model, while the exact value of e is less important. The success of equation (1)
in converting
population codes for apparent motion into accurate predictions
of the

Flash separation

initiation of pursuit implies that weighted-vector-averaging
is a way to describe the
neural computation
that is done by pursuit to convert the population code in MT into commands for the amplitude of
eye acceleration
at the initiation of pursuit. In the next project period, we will move toward asking how that kind of
decoding computation
is done with neurons.
PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05101)
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Nature of decoding done in transformation from MT to MST. In a study that has been completed recently but not yet
submitted for publication,
we have recorded from neurons in MST using the same apparent motion stimuli used in
MT. Figure 4 shows the speed tuning of one of a large group of
5°i B
!A
MST neuron that prefer high speeds of stimulus motion (A), and
'° I
the relationship
between
its response amplitude
and the At of
!
/
O/

i

apparent motion at 16 and 32% (B). Unlike MT neurons, MST
neurons showed an increase in response at intermediate values of
At (Figure 4B), paralleling
the effects on the strength of the

¢

_20!
10

a.

,,

i

hs

'

initiation
of pursuit.
Figure
5 summarizes
the population
I
0 _ .......................... L_
0 ........................
•
responses
in MT and MST.
Here, the responses
of a large
4
16
32
64
8
16
32
64
128
Delta t (ms)
Spee_ (aegis)
number
of neurons
have been pooled
by determining
the
opponent response as the difference of responses to motion in the
Figure 4. Speed tuning (A) and effect of changing
At of apparent motion at two speeds (B) on response
preferred and null directions,
normalizing,
and computing
the
of MST neuron.
numerical
(not vector) average.
MST neurons
with preferred
speeds less than 50°/s (Figure 5A) showed responses
like MT
in At at each target speed.
neurons where the opponent
firing rate simply declined as a function of increases
2 !A

Prefeffed speed < 50 cleg/a

2

However, the average opponent firing rate of MST neurons
with preferred speeds of 50°/s and higher (Figure 5B) showed
a pattern of increases
followed by decreases
in response
amplitude as At was increased.
In contrast, MT neurons with

!B PreferreO speed > 50 cleg/s

1.5i

! ...... UST,aa"t_

preferred speeds of 50°/s and higher did not show the same
feature strongly in their firing rate: it emerged only when
they were combined using vector averaging of the opponent
responses (Figures 2 and 3). The response of MST neurons
cannot be a consequence
of a relationship
between the firing
of MST neurons and eye velocity, because these experiments

i
i)

i

0.5,_

i
II = 2"/', MST
n =67, MT

0 L._..
........................................................
,...._.;
.........
2

8

16

32

64

Temporal separation(ms)

Figure
5. Comparison
MT and MST neurons
or above (B) 50°/s.

of mean
opponent
response
with preferred
speeds below

were done by presenting
moving stimuli while the monkey
fixated a stationary target. Instead, we suggest that the shape
of the relationship
between the firing of MST neurons and At
because
it results
from the same transformation:
i.e. the

for
(A)

reflects the behavioral
output measured
in pursuit
transformation
done between MT and MST is the neural equivalent
response

of a vector-averaging

decoding

of the population

in area MT.

Use of sine wave gratings
the decoding computation

to deduce
for target

_,Vv

A

_00.B

,,.C

32-

speed. Using the same approach with
stimuli
consisting
of sine
wave
gratings,
we
have
demonstrated

_ _6- -eoOO,oOOO"
_ ,-s- ,oOOO

again
that
a vector-averaging
computation
provides
a description
of
the
transformation
from

_
_
_

2'"
s.25

population
codes
in MT to both
pursuit
eye
movements
and
perceptual judgments of speed. First,
we recorded
from
area
MT
in

Q = -0.05
75-

50-

Q ='0.95

50-

-OOo

e,,
25-

eoo
25-

0
195.25
Spatial
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1

Frequency
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'

125

.S

2
Speed

8

312

128

.125
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32

128
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Figure
6. Effect of spatial frequency
on speed tuning of two MT neurons,
one (A,B)
that is spatio-temporally
separable
and one (B) that is tuned for the same speed
at
different
spatial
frequencies.
Different
colors
indicate
the responses
to stimuli
of
different
spatial frequencies.

anesthetized,
paralyzed
macaque
monkeys
and
documented
the
steady-state
responses
of
each
neuron to sine wave gratings that thoroughly sampled the range of spatial and temporal frequencies
that evoked any
response (Priebe et al 2003). Recall that speed (S), temporal frequency (TF), and spatial frequency (SF) are related
by the identify: S=TF/SF. We started these experiments to ask whether MT neurons were tuned for the same speed at
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different spatial frequencies.
Some neurons were (e.g. Figure 6C), while other neurons showed separable tuning for
spatial and temporal frequency and therefore were tuned for different speeds at different spatial frequencies
(e.g.
Figure 6A, B). To quantify where each MT neuron fell between these two extremes, we derived a parameter "Q"
defined as the slope of the relationship
between preferred
speed and spatial
frequency° Q had a value of-1
if preferred speed depended strongly on spatial
frequency,
and a value of 0 if the neuron was tuned for the same speed at all
spatial frequencies.
As illustrated
in Figure 7, the bulk of our sample had
intermediate
values of Q. After analyzing these data, we realized that the range
of values of Q in MT neurons opened up the possibility of analyzing again the
relationship
between a population code in MT and its consequences
for pursuit
behavior - if preferred speed of individual MT neurons changed
spatial frequency, so would the overall population response.
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2004),

is currently
under consideration
for publication
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we next assembled
the population
codes for gratings that

In

moved at a speed of 8°/s and had spatial frequencies
of 0.25, 0.5, and 1
cycles/degree
and contrasts of 32% and 8%. Each panel of Figure 8 shows the
population
code for one spatial frequency
and one contrast by plotting one
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the location

of

the stimulus
temporal-spatial
frequency
space.
Consider in the
top row of population
codes, which show the responses to gratings of
32% contrast. As the spatial frequency
of the
stimulus moves from 0.25 to 0.5 to 1 cycle per
degree, the population
of active neurons shifts

which are iso-speed lines, we see that it shifts
subtly from higher to lower speeds as spatial
frequency
is increased.
This
leads
to a

t
ox-+

indicate

signs. If we look at the location of the center of
mass in terms of the oblique
dashed lines,
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Figure 7. Distribution of "Q"
values
for MT, indicating
whether cells are tuned for speed
(Q--0) or are spatial-temporally
separable (Q=-I).

at the preferred
temporal and spatial
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prediction:

_

if pursuit

estimates

target

speed

Figure 8. Population codes for gratings of 3 spatial frequencies (left to
I of
center
of mass
of the active
right)
2 contrasts
(top tospatial
bottom).
symbol
shows the response II from
then the
the on
strength
of pursuit
initiation
should
one and
neuron
at its preferred
andEach
temporal
frequencies,
depend
the spatial
frequency
of population,
the pursuit
target.
Comparison
of the vertical
pairs of
population
codes for targets of 32% (top) and 8% (bottom) contrast, reveals that the magnitude
of the population
code, represented
by the size of the symbols, decreases as a function of contrast, but the active population does not
shift. Another prediction:
/f target speed is estimated from the center of mass of the active population,
then the
strength of pursuit initiation should not depend on the contrast of the pursuit target°
To test these predictions,

we studied the effects

of spatial

frequency

and contrast

on the initiation

of pursuit

(Priebe

& Lisberger
2004). Monkeys tracked "Gabor" functions that consisted of a sine wave grating windowed
by a 2dimensional
Gaussian function. The window and the grating moved together.
The targets are illustrated in Figure 9,
along with examples of pursuit responses to each target (A, B) and averages of eye velocity (C) and acceleration
(D)
showing that the first 100 ms of pursuit reached higher eye velocities for lower spatial frequencies.
The effects of
spatial frequency on the initiation of pursuit are consistent with the predictions from the effect of spatial frequency
on the center of mass of the population
code in MT. However,
decreasing
the contrast of the target caused an
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as illustrated

judgments

in Figure

of the relative

Both the expected effect of spatial frequency on estimates of target speed and the
unexpected
effect of contrast can be accounted
for if we again use equation (1),
which is repeated below, to estimate target speed from the population code in MT:
MTi PSi
_ ,
e + _MT/

10. The same effects

of both

speed of two gratings.
A 0.2s_

B

1_d_

(1)

i

To make the shift from temporal/spatial
frequency
space to speed space, each
neuron's
preferred
speed (PS3 was computed
as preferred
temporal frequency
divided by preferred spatial frequency. Equation (1) then predicts successfully
the
effects of both spatial frequency
and contrast on the initiation of pursuit if E is
chosen so that it is small relative to the sum of the responses of the MT population
for high contrast
stimuli, and large relative to the same sum for low contrast
stimuli. As suggested by Weiss et al (2001), e is causing the estimate of target
speed to tend towards zero when the population response amplitude is small, and
to be veridical
was equivalent

t _c

when the population response amplitude is large.
to the maximal firing of 4% of the MT population.
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then changing the contrast of
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as it did
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Figure 9. Increasing
spatial
frequency of a Gabor target
weakens pursuit initiation. A,B:
stimuli
and example
eye
movements. C: average eye
velocity for examples with 8
and 16°/s motion. D: summary
of mean eye acceleration versus
spatial frequency: White and
black bars show responses to 16
and 8 % motion.

Time course of information about direction in MT. For almost 20
years, we have focused on an analysis of eye acceleration
in the
first
100
ms
of pursuit
as
a probe
of
visual-motor
transformations.
In the last project period, we have completed an
analysis of MT neurons that is perhaps overdue, asking whether
they signal direction effectively
in the first 100 ms of their responses.
They do, providing
additional support for
continuing to analyze the first 100 ms of neural and behavioral responses in the next
15
project period.
We recorded responses of each of 36 MT neurons in anesthetized,
paralyzed
monkeys
during many (50 to 184) repetitions
of targets that moved in
10
directions
ranging
+90 ° relative to preferred
direction
in 7.5 or 15 ° steps.
The
8
resulting
large data set was analyzed
by measuring
cumulative
spike count as a
function of time in each trial and computing the Shannon information
(Shannon and
0
Weaver, 1949; Rieke et al 1997) about direction as a function of time.
If neural
Figure 10. Lowering contrast weakens pursuit
initiation. A: eye velocity averages. B, C: summary
of all experiments. Upper bold curves: responses for
high contrast targets. Lower bold and fine curves
with symbols: responses at low contrast.

responses were perfectly distinguishable
for each direction
have measured about 4 bits of information
about direction

of motion, then we would
for each MT neuron.
As

shown in Figure 11, however, the direction tuning of MT neurons is characterized
by
a wide range of responses (error bars) around a mean (symbols) for each direction.
As a result, we measure less than 1 bit per neuron.
For each neuron, we analyzed the data with information
theory by computing the
mutual information
between the spike counts (n) and the stimulus direction (0) in
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-90 -45
45
Stimulusdirection (deg)
Figure 11. Mean and range of
spike count for a typical MT
neuron as a function
of
stimulus direction.
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0

Icou,,t(T) measures in bits the amount of information
that a single observation
of
the spike count n provides
about the direction of motion 0. Pr(n) is the total
probability
of observing n spikes after counting over a time interval T, averaged
over all stimuli. In our experiments,
all stimuli occurred with equal probability,
P(O). Spike counts increased continuously
throughout
the 256-ms duration of
our stimuli (Figure 12A), but the information
about direction (Figure 12C) did
not. Instead, information
rose quickly and reached about 80% of its maximal
value within the first 100 ms of the neural response (Figure
12C), in part
because the standard deviations of spike counts for different directions overlap
throughout

the response

to the moving
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The same general features resulted from the information
analysis for each of the
Figure
12. Responses
of example
36 neurons in our sample.
The information
about direction from cumulative
MT
neuron
showing
mean
firing
rate as a function
of time (A) and
counts was only slightly higher 256 ms after the onset of target motion than it
mean and SD of spike count (B) as
was 100 ms after the onset of target motion: in Figure 13A, most of the points
a function
of time.
Information
plot close to the line of slope 1, which would obtain if information
reached its
from
cumulative
spike
count
(C)
increased
rapidly at the onset of the
peak within the first 100 ms of the response.
Figure 13B shows that only a few
response,
but slowly thereafter.
spikes were required
for information
about direction to reach its maximum.
Each curve shows the responses for an individual neuron and plots information
at each time point in the analysis as a function of the mean spike count at that time point. For most of the neurons,
only 2-3 spikes were required, on average, to provide most of the information
about the direction of stimulus motion.
Note that fractional spike counts are meaningful
because the x-axis reports mean spike count. A value of 0.1 would
indicate that a single spike had be accumulated
at that time, on average, in every tenth repetition of the stimulus.
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Figure
13. Summary
of time course
of information
direction
in 36 MT neurons.
A: Information
is only

about
slightly

higher
after
256
ms of motion
than
after
100 ms.
B:
Information
is maximal
after only a few spikes
have been
fired, on average.
Bold curve in B shows the example
neuron
from Figure
12.

dots, with identical results. We analyzed the direction
which should be zero for pure rightward target motion
below
PHS
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results

Time course of direction discrimination
by pursuit.
We
have conducted a series of experiments that provide pilot
behavioral
data for the basic experiment proposed
in Aim
#1 (Osborne et al 2003). Our goal in this project was to
determine
the time course over which pursuit developed
the ability to discriminate
targets moving in slightly
different directions. Monkeys
tracked targets that moved
at a speed of 20°/s in directions chosen randomly from a
set of 9 directions spaced in 1 to 3 ° steps about a median
direction.
For example,
if the median
direction
was

7S
i ....
i' i7<

-_

o.o#
0;0

Preliminary

,','

rightward,
then an experiment
might consist of target
motions directly to the right and 2, 4, and 6° above and
below
exactly
rightward.
Targets
consisted
of either
single spots or small patches of 100% correlated random
discrimination
of pursuit by measuring vertical eye velocity,
and 2.09°/s upward or downward for motion at 6° above and
by inspection
Page 20
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were .±60 (right graph}, the means

were

separated

by I gD

about 130 ms after the onset of target motion (vertical Mack line}. When the target directions were +3 _ (left graph)._
These times estimate,
the means were separated
by 1 SD about !70 ms after the onset of target motion°
12 and 6° of directiam
To quantifythese
conservatively,
hew :_oag R took the pursuit system to discriminate
observatioas_ we have performed two love!s: of analysis the yield the same basic answer.
1)

We compute the signal-to-noise-ratio
for pairs of _arget dlrectiofis:

(SNR),

as a Nnction

of time

(4)

SNRU,
where
the

the (_ and 0b represem

bars

variance
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If we take SNR= 1 as the tt_resholG

then we are using a criterion
that a stogie observation
of the
direction of eye morton allows us to correctly predict the direction of
target motion 59% of the time° For the distributions
in Figure I40
SNR=I occurred 13_ and 160 ms after onse_ of target motion for
target separations
of 6 and 12:°, in good qualitative agreemem with
inspection
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Figure 14. Mean and standard deviations o_
vertical eye ve!ocity for target motions of
±3° (A) and _+_°(B) relative m rightward.
Vertical Mack lines 4ndicate time when the
traces for averages separate by one SD..

of the traces.

2) We

perform a more accurate analysis that corrects incorrect assumptions of using equation (4), namely i) that the
variance _s the same at all:::times and ii) that it is uncorrelated
across time. Figure 15 shows tha_ variance actually
varies as a function of time (left}, and that it follows the
same trajeetory::as
mean eye velocity
squared
(right).
Fur_er.
as shown below, the variation of eye ve[oci_, is
correlated at different::t_mes along the trajectory of the eye
_:a_?
f_
! @,'e!
d
'
movemenL As or, e might amic_pa_e, if eye velocity as m
the upper half of the distribution
of responses _n _he first
30 ms of the response, then there _s a high probability
wB__be in the upper half in the second 30::mS as well.

t_

-)8

The covafiance
matrix [C] in Figure
16 uses co,or to
Figure _5. Variance as a function of time (left par_eD and
represent the correlations
in the variation for each I_air o_
eve _e|ecity as a functio_
of time (right _aneD, Both are
norrnatizea, an_ both fellow the same basic trajectory.
time points
i_ each trial
[C] was computed
after
st_b_xactmg the mean response from each m4i_vid.aa_ trace
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variation at each pair of time points in the interval from zero to 300 ms after the onset of target motion. There is
a small correlation along the uaiW line for the first t50 ms, indicating Nat the magnitude
of the vanaaon was
smaK The values ge_ much larger (more red)
Figure
16. Cevariance
matrix
along the unity Hue for fhe _ast _00 ms of the
go _ndicate
the
xempOra_
response (20G300 ms}, because the mnplimde of
correlations in the variation
the varmtmn
_s larger. This observation
alone
of pursuit a_ different times.
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Time from the onset of target
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that
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at response
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where

O_ and Ob are two directions

of target motion

and t_ and t2 are two times during the analysis

interval.

We

find that 98% of the variance is contained in the first 3 eigenvectors
of the covariance
matrix, allowing us to
ignore all higher order terms and make the matrix inversion robust against noise and finite data sets. With these
assumptions,
we obtain similar and repeatable results across daily experiments and subjects.
Figure 17A shows SNR as a function
of time for targets
that moved
in
directions of +1 °, +2 °, and +3 ° relative
to pure horizontal.
By drawing
the
horizontal black line at SNR=I, we can
_,

read off the times when the pursuit
system was able to discriminate
each
direction of target motion at threshold.
Threshold
was not reached within the
analysis

interval

for

and it was reached

directions

of
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[ Figure
17. Analysis
of signal
discrimination
of pursuit. Error

I

0

100

to noise ratio to assess
threshold
bars were obtained
by bootstrapping.

200

300

for direction

after the onset of target motion for directions of +2 and +3 °. Because of the 100 ms latency of pursuit, these
numbers are equivalent to 140 and 70 ms after the onset of pursuit. As expected from theory, further analysis of
the time course of SNR reveals that the curves for different direction separations
superimpose
when normalized
for the square of the direction separation (Figure 17B). Thus, the data can be summarized according to:
SNR(Oa,O b, T) = F(T) (Oa - Oh)2
allowing us to derive F(T) from our data for each daily experiment
function of time (T) for that day by setting SNR=I and rearranging

(6)

and estimate the discrimination
equation (6):

threshold

as a

1
AO,hr_h = _

(7)

Figure 17C shows the estimated discrimination threshold for one experiment where pursuit could discriminate 4.4 °
of direction within 100 ms of pursuit onset (200 ms on the x-axis, which shows time after target motion onset). Many
experiments
on 3 monkeys reveal that pursuit can discriminate 3.50 to 50 of direction difference within the first 100
ms after the onset of the response.
The excellent
directional discrimination by pursuit contrasts with the poor
direction discrimination by individual MT neurons, at least on the basis of the sample of neurons recorded for the
analysis of information about direction.
Calculation of choice probability based on ROC analysis indicated that
knowing the spike count of an MT neuron in an individual trial would allow threshold discrimination (69% correct)
of 30 ° of direction, on average. Thus, for pursuit, the behavior discriminates direction much better than does any
individual neuron. This contrasts with perceptual decisions about direction in the face of a noisy stimulus, where
individual neurons perform as well as the monkey (Britten
Effect

of directional

noise in the stimulus

on the direction

et al 1992).
discrimination

of pursuit.

We have conducted

a series of

pilot experiments with a "random-walk-of-direction"
stimulus (Williams & Sekuler 1984) that adds directional noise
to a moving stimulus (details are provided in the research design for Aim #1). Figure 18 summarizes preliminary
experiments
on one monkey. Within the trials that the monkey tracked in a day, we interleaved stimuli that consisted
of 100% correlated random dots with stimuli that contained directional noise. In the latter stimuli, each individual
dot executed a random walk with directions that ranged between +._90° relative to the median direction. Otherwise,
the design of the experiment was the same as detailed in the previous section. Stimuli moved in five directions that
varied in steps of 3 ° around a median that was purely rightward. The speed of the dots with directional
noise was set
so that the mean eye speed was the same as for the motion of the 100% correlated dot textures. This obviated
contamination
of the results by the fact that the variance of vertical eye speed is a function of vertical eye speed (e.g.
Figure 15). Figure 18 shows three key results. (A) Pursuit speed follows the same latency and similar time courses
PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05/01)
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for 100% correlated random dots (black) and dots with +900 of directional noise (red). (B) The variance of eye
direction follows the same basic time course for targets with and without directional noise, but directional variance is
considerably
higher at each time for the dots with
2°IA
+90 ° of directional
noise.
(C) The directional
threshold of pursuit follows similar time courses for
motion with and without directional noise, but the

°
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o
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200

O

100

200

thresholds
are about
+90 ° of directional

60% higher for the dots with
noise. At t=200 ms, which

corresponds
to 100 ms after the onset of pursuit, the
directional
thresholds
were 6 deg and 9.7 deg for
stimuli without and with directional noise.

Figure
18. Comparison
of directional
discrimination
of pursuit
for
dots with (red) and without
(black)
directional
noise.
The dashed
lines in C show the directional
thresholds
100 ms after the onset of

There
are two
important
points
about
these
preliminary results.
1) The increase in the variance
of pursuit direction of about 4 ° at 100 ms after the onset of pursuit is twice the variance in the mean direction of the
stimulus itself, which is 1.73°+ When we eliminated variation in the mean direction of the stimulus by using the same
random see repeatedly,
the variance of pursuit direction for the repeated stimulus with directional noise was still
larger than for the stimulus without directional
noise. We conclude that the addition of directional
noise to the
stimulus has an effect on the directional
variance of pursuit that goes beyond what can be attributed to variation in
the mean direction of the stimulus.
2) The effect of directional
noise on the directional
threshold of pursuit is
smaller than we would have guessed and smaller than found by Watanmaniuk
& Heinen (1999). We do not yet
understand
why our results are different from theirs. Perhaps it is important to adjust the stimulus speed to obtain
matched eye speeds with and without noise, which we did and they did not. Perhaps there is a cue in the motion of
the aperture around the dots, or an important effect of the temporal resolution of the stimulator (ours is 250 Hz, theirs
was 50 Hz). We will understand
these issues before we proceed with neural recordings
from MT, so that we know
pursuit

exactly

(200

ms after

the onset

of target

motion).

what effect of adding directional

eL Experimental
Long-term

design

noise we are trying to model.

and methods

goals.

Our long-term
goal is to understand
commands for the appropriate
speed

how neurons
and direction

decode the population
responses
of smooth pursuit eye movement.

in area MT to obtain motor
Our previous analyses have

yielded answers in terms of equations that implement "vector averaging",
but have not begun to address how the
decoding is done mechanistically.
In the present application, we propose to analyze this problem in the context of
the natural variation
in the responses
of sensory neurons. We strive for answers that specify neural pooling
mechanisms
based on analysis of variation rather than mean responses.
We propose to analyze the decoding of target direction for several reasons.
First, our preliminary data indicate that
direction is decoded with great precision and accuracy by pursuit, in spite of considerable
variation in the firing of
each MT neuron. This gives the problem some richness.
Second, we have found that increasing the directional noise
compromises
the direction discrimination
of pursuit, but perhaps not as much as we would have expected.
This
promises
to place challenging
constraints
on the neural pooling mechanisms.
Finally, the existence
of direction
columns in area MT (Diogo et al 2003) may facilitate future recording and micro-stimulation
experiments.
Indeed,
we have not sacrificed time or progress by switching from our prior analysis of speed to our current analysis of
direction
because we would be using the same approach for either parameter
of target motion, and we have a
considerable
head start on the analysis we propose for direction.
It would be fair to expect a parallel analysis to
continue on decoding of target speed, and it may, but that is beyond the scope of this application.
General

experimental

approach.

The experiments
in Aim #1 and Aim #2 will be conducted on awake behaving rhesus monkeys instrumented
to allow
us to restrain their heads during experiments,
implanted with scleral search coils to record their eye movements,
and
equipped with implanted chambers that will allow us to make single unit recordings
from extrastriate
area MT.
These approaches
are now standard
in my laboratory,
and our publication
record indicates that we have been
PHS 398/2590 (Rev. 05101)
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them over the years. We have made a number of improvements
in our technology
over
that are potentially
important
for the research proposed for the next project period are

1) To present stimuli that consist of textures of random dots, we have developed a system that is based on a highspeed digital signal processing
(DSP) board and analog oscilloscopes.
The DSP board has 16-bit digital-toanalog converters,
so that the technology
affords 64K pixel spatial resolution
(216) and up to 2 ms temporal
resolution.
The programs that run on the DSP board are easily modifiable
to allow easy selection of different
parameters
of dot lifetime, signal-to-noise
ratio, and exact stimulus motion trajectories.
2)

We have improved
the eye coil implants by suturing the coils to the sclera.
The result has been a 2-fold
improvement
in signal-to-noise
ratio and greater confidence that the implanted coil moves exactly with the eye.

3)

We have begun to use a multi-electrode
Plexon, and we have been successfully
Extending

our success

by a
user
time
unit

program that allows broad flexibility and on-the-fly adjustment of the target form or
interface. At the same time, the program acquires up to 16 analog channels (1000
of occurrence of TTL pulses on up to 16 digital lines (10 microsecond
resolution on
traces from up to 4 electrodes
(40,000 samples/s per channel). Data are analyzed

after the experiment
using a combination
programs written in Matlab.
experimental

recording
electronics
from
MST on nearby
electrodes.

to MT should not pose a problem.

Experiments
are controlled
motion through a graphical
samples/s per channel), the
each channel), and the raw

Overall

drive from Thomas
and multi-channel
recording
from pairs of units in area

of a program

that has many

standard

analyses

built into it, and customized

design.

We propose
to use the same carefully chosen targets and target motions and the same preparation
- awake,
behaviorally
trained rhesus monkeys - to study the initiation of pursuit eye movements
(Aim #1) and the population
response
in area MT (Aim #2). The results of Aim #1 will allow us to refine the stimuli used for simultaneous
behavioral
and neural measurements
in Aim #2. We will then use computation to understand
how brain might pool
the neural population response to guide the behavior (Aim #3). Our single most important criterion for success will
be our ability to transform the neural population code to the mean and variation of pursuit behavior with a single
computation
that works for all visual stimuli. We will strive to choose the broadest and most incisive set of stimuli
we can, because a larger stimulus set will place greater constraints on the successful computation,
at the same time
making our goal more difficult to accomplish
and giving it greater power when accomplished.
In the prior grant
period, this approach has been powerful for constraining
the decoding computations for target speed, albeit based on
mean responses rather than mean and variation (see Churchland
& Lisberger 2001b; Priebe & Lisberger 2004).
One of the strengths of our work with apparent motion and sine wave gratings came from the good fortune that
variation
of the parameters
of these stimuli caused
illusory
changes in the decoded
outputs of the neural
representation
of the speed of motion, and that we were able to measure those changes
in both pursuit and
perception.
Our preliminary
results with the random-walk-of-directions
stimulus suggests that we may have the
same good fortune again. Even in the face of considerable
directional
noise within the stimulus, the directional
discrimination
of pursuit is not altered by more than a factor of two. This may be true, or our continuing
control
experiments
may reveal that it is the result of other cues in the stimulus, as outlined at the end of that section of
Preliminary
Results. In either case, the proposal that follows will provide major constraints
on the details of the
neural decoding mechanisms.
If our continuing control experiments
verify that the resistance of behavioral direction
discrimination
in the face of a degraded population
code is real (our expectation),
then we will be trying to answer
the rich question of how decoding of target direction can be resistant to degradation
of the population code. If we
discover that the true behavioral performance
is far worse when we control for other possible cues, then we still will
be trying to answer a rich question. What single neural mechanism
of decoding can convert the population codes for
target direction into the observed
directional noise?
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of analysis

We propose a series of experiments
and computer simulations based on the events that occur within the first 100 ms
of neural responses
in MT and behavioral
responses
in the initiation of pursuit.
During the first 100 ms of its
responses, pursuit operates basically as an open-loop, feed-forward
control system (Lisberger
& Westbrook
1985;
Chou & Lisberger
2002).
Because of the 100 ms latency of visual inputs, the initiation phase must serially 1)
process visual inputs, 2) estimate target speed and direction,
and 3) create a command
for the appropriate
eye
velocity. The choice of the 100 ms "open-loop"
interval of sensory and pursuit responses
would be poor if the
system performance
in this interval were poor. But performance
is excellent.
Eye acceleration
in the first 100 ms of
pursuit is monotonically
related to target speeds up to well above 45°/s (Lisberger & Westbrook
1985), and the eye
movements
in the first 100 ms of pursuit can discriminate
3 to 5° in the direction of target motion (see Preliminary
Studies).
Further, if the parameters
of target motion
affords a window on the sensory-motor
transformation
(Heinen

are randomized
carefully, then the first 100 ms of pursuit
that is encumbered
minimally by anticipation
and prediction

et al 2001).

Our goals could not be accomplished
by analysis of the maintenance
phase of pursuit, in which eye speed and
direction closely match target speed and direction.
Kowler & McKee (1987) have already shown that pursuit
discriminates
different target speeds very well in the maintenance
phase, presumably
as a consequence
of visual
feedback.
The maintenance
phase does not lend itself to analysis of the question posed for the next project period
because excellent tracking renders the visual motion inputs small and variable: the relationship
between the sensory
population
response
and the pursuit behavior
would be difficult
to establish.
Further, motor circuits play an
important role in the maintenance
of pursuit (Lisberger & Fuchs 1978).
Structure

of an "experiment".

Experiments
consist of a sequence of "trials", where each trial presents a single trajectory
of motion of a visual
stimulus. The experiment
is put together by creating one trial for each combination
of stimulus form and trajectory
of motion, and pairing each experimental
trial with control trials to discourage
attempts to anticipate
the target
motion. Altogether,
depending on its complexity, an experiment
might comprise many as many as 50 repetitions of
each trial for a total of as many as 2000 trials per day. All the trials are assembled into a list, the order of the list is
shuffled, and then each trial in the list is presented.
If a monkey fails to complete a trial, then it is placed at the end
of the list until he has completed
it. The list is shuffled and presented
repeatedly,
allowing us to obtain multiple
repetitions of each trial, maintain a random ordering to prevent anticipation,
and ensure that we have approximately
the same number of repetitions of each trial in case the experiment
ends prematurely,
because either the monkey
ceases working for the day or isolation is lost for the neuron under study.
Aim

#1: Analysis

of direction

discrimination

by pursuiL

Aim #1 will extend our preliminary
analysis of the direction
discrimination
of pursuit for visual motion that is
degraded
in a variety of ways. The primary goal will be behavioral
analysis with the random-walk-of-direction
stimulus, which increases the variation of pursuit direction and decreases the direction discrimination
of pursuit. A
secondary goal is to explore other stimuli to validate the choice of the random walk stimulus and optimize the design
of the recording
experiments
proposed in Aim #2. No one has analyzed pursuit quantitatively
in the critical, 100-ms
time window as a function of stimulus quality. Aim #1 will reveal how well the brain can read an imperfect sensory
signal to accomplish
a well defined task. One virtue of our approach is that it will analyze threshold behavior without
the behavioral
stress of having an animal's rewards depend on its behavior at threshold. The monkeys need only
track the stimuli, and their task is equally easy when different stimuli are separated by 1° versus 90 ° of direction.
The basic design of the experiments
is simple. Monkeys will be rewarded for fixating and tracking targets that move
in a range of different directions.
By analyzing the relationship
between the variation of eye direction in the first 100
ms of pursuit and the direction of target motion, we will compute
the threshold
for directional
discrimination
by
pursuit. The analysis will reveal the evolution as a function of time from the onset of the initiation of pursuit.
In a
given experiment,
the range of directions
of motion will be chosen to be near threshold,
enabling the detailed
analysis described in the Preliminary
Results.
The next 3+ pages describe the details.
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experiments

Trial design. Each trial will begin with the monkey fixating a stationary target at straight-ahead gaze. Then, another
stimulus will appear at an eccentric location and remain stationary for a randomized interval. Eccentric locations will
be chosen to evoke pursuit in which saccades either are not present, or occur well after our analysis interval. At a
time the monkey cannot easily anticipate, the fixation target will disappear and the other stimulus will become a
tracking target and will begin to move. Motion will be toward or away from the fixation point with equal probability
so that the monkey cannot use the initial position to correctly anticipate which direction it will move. To control for
possible cues about direction from subtle differences in the initial position of the tracking targets, we will use
designs where all directions start from one position as well as where each direction starts from a slightly different
position so that the target crosses the position of fixation.
There are both advantages
and disadvantages
to the having tracking target appear and remain stationary before it
starts to move. The advantage is that presentation
of a stationary stimulus allows time for visual "on-responses"
to
dissipate before the stimulus starts to move.
As a result, the neural signals present after motion starts are cleaner,
affording a better population
code for analysis, by both us and the pursuit system. The disadvantage
is that target
position may cue subsequent motion, potentially allowing for a greater contribution
of anticipation
to the initial eye
movement. We have not seen evidence that monkeys are anticipating
when targets appear before they start to move,
so this is not a serious problem.
We will conduct pilot experiments
to test the possibility that comparison
of the
direction discrimination
of pursuit in the presence and absence of on-responses
in visual neurons may be an asset
that we could take advantage of in our analysis of how the population response in MT is decoded.
Choice

of target directions.

We will perform

control

experiments

to be sure that the limited

range

of directions

in a

daily experiment
is not the reason that pursuit can discriminate
small directions better than one might expect given
the variation
of the neural code. In some experiments,
we will use the same strategy described in the preliminary
results with targets that move in 7 to 10 direction with a spacing of 1 to 3 °. In other experiments,
we will use targets
that move in directions ranging up to +_45° from the median direction in the same 3° steps. The latter design will
provide fewer repetitions for motion in each direction, but enough data to evaluate the effect of directional range on
the direction discrimination
of pursuit. These controls may be more important when the motion is degraded.
Choice

of target forms. Our preliminary

dot textures:

that it will suffice to study two kinds of targets:

1)

100% correlated

2)

Random-walk
dots: the direction of motion of each dot in a texture is drawn from a uniform distribution
each
time the dot is re-plotted (Williams & Sekuler 1984; Watamaniuk
& Heinen 1999). Each frame of the resulting
stimulus contains a Gaussian distribution
of dot directions
that is lawfully related to the width of the source
distribution.
If, for example, the dot directions
are chosen from within +90 ° of a median direction,
then the
standard deviation of the direction of motion of each dot is 52 ° and the standard deviation of the average motion
in each frame is 52°/N m, where N is the number of dots in the texture. If we use 36 dots in a 4x4 ° texture, then
the standard deviation of direction of frame motion is 8.670 . To compute the standard deviation of the average
direction of motion over 100 ms, we need to divide again by the square root of the number of frames, which is
25, yielding 1.73 °. Increasing the range of directional
noise decreases the mean speed of motion in the average
direction:
we will adjust the mean speed in a way that allows valid comparisons
of neural and behavioral
responses across different levels of stimulus noise. The random-walk
stimulus has many of the same advantages
as does the signal-to-noise
stimulus used by Newsome
and collaborators,
but comes with the additional
advantage
that it is more readily tracked by the monkeys.
In similar experiments
on humans (Watamaniuk
&
Heinen
pursuit.

random

data indicate

all the dots move in 100% correlation,

1999) and in our pilot experiments,

the random-walk

stimulus

with the same speed and direction.

increases

the variance

of the direction

of

As backup stimuli, we could use limited lifetime random dots or apparent motion targets, each of which has some
theoretical
advantages.
Pilot data indicate that direction
discrimination
is not degraded for either of these stimuli,
though the population
code in MT may be. This phase of the proposal is somewhat exploratory,
and we will make
good decisions about whether to explore additional stimuli or to move on to Aim #2, to document the population
code in MT.
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To interpret the pursuit experiments
in Aim #1 (and the recording
experiments
in Aim #2), it is critical that any
variance in the direction of the response to these stimuli come from the brain, and not from the physical stimulus.
We will address this in 2 ways. 1) In control experiments,
we will fix the seed used to randomize
dot direction so
that we study the responses to the exact same noisy stimulus repeatedly. 2) We will store the seed used to generate
each visual stimulus, and simulate each physical stimulus to determine its direction in every frame and verify that the
variation in pursuit direction results from variation within the brain, rather than variation in the mean direction of the
physical stimulus. Our analysis of the random walk stimulus (see above) indicates that the variance depends on time
scale. The variance of the direction averaged over the first 100 ms of stimulus motion is just under 1% of the total
range of the uniform distribution
(1.730 for a 180 ° range). On a millisecond
time scale, however, the mean direction
of the moving dots fluctuates up to 5% of the same distribution.
We will analyze the temporal fluctuation
of pursuit
direction to be sure that it is not following the same trajectory
as the stimulus, and to determine
the temporal
"integration"
window used by pursuit. We will analyze the effect of spatial extent of the stimulus
in the texture to determine the form of the spatial integration window used by pursuit.

and number

We have chosen to degrade the stimulus by adding noise rather than by reducing contrast because
adding noise will allow neurons in MT to retain large responses,
or even to acquire responses
previously
didn't affect their firing rate, creating an interesting
situation for comparing
neural

of dots

we expect that
to motion that
and behavioral

responses.
Reducing contrast would increase response latency and reduce neural response amplitude, but likely with
less effect on variation
in response within the neural population
code. Our choice is supported both by our prior
success with apparent motion targets (Churchland
& Lisberger
2001b) and by the overall success of Newsome and
collaborators
using noisy stimuli.
I do not think their approach would have been as successful if they had chosen to
reduce the contrast of the dots instead of altering the signal-to-noise
ratio of the motion.
Our preliminary
data indicate that the answers from Aim #1 will reflect biological variability and not eye movement
measurement
noise. First, the noise in our eye monitor is small: +0.025 ° of position and +0.27°/s of velocity in
"fake" coils like those implanted in our monkeys. Second, the variation of eye velocity measured from the monkey's
coil depends strongly on eye velocity.
As we showed in the covariance matrix in the Preliminary
Results (Figure
16), variation is small during fixation and increases as a function of ongoing eye velocity. Thus, most of the response
variation can be ascribed to biological processes.
We will be cognizant of the measurement
limitations
of the eye
coil as we go through these experiments,
and remain suitably cautious about interpretations
of the data.
Additional

details

of trial design.

Two factors

require

the addition

of some complexities

to the exact

design

of our

target motions.
First, our preliminary
data with the random-walk-of-directions
stimulus raise the possibility that the
motion of the invisible aperture surrounding
the directional noise is an additional cue that improves
the directional
performance
of pursuit in the face of a noisy stimulus (Priebe et al 2001 argues against this). To test this possibility,
control experiments
will be performed
with dot textures that move through a stationary
aperture.
The aperture
remains stationary only for an initial 100 ms before it starts to move with the dots. It takes only a few days to train
monkeys to initiate pursuit to these stimuli as well as they do when the aperture around the dots also moves. Once
they initiate pursuit as well as for our more traditional
stimuli,
we will have a way of testing the directional
discrimination
of pursuit absent the extra cue of aperture motion.
Second, we have a strategy to obviate the problem
that tracking performance
can degrade if monkeys are rewarded for tracking the position of a patch of dots. We will
add a salient tracking target to the patch after the first 300 ms of motion. This allows us to study the early responses
to pure patches of texture while also giving the monkeys later position cues that disambiguate
their requirements
receive a reward. Monkeys do this task daily in our experiments.
It may also improve performance
if we replace
directional
alterations

noise with a patch of 100% correlated
are possible with our current technology.

dots at the

same

time as we add the salient

target.

to
the

These

Data analysis. For each trial that is completed
successfully,
we will measure the
on a millisecond
time scale over a 200-ms interval that starts with the onset
above, we are most interested in the results for the first 100 ms of pursuit, in the
main measures
will be how well pursuit can discriminate
the direction of
However, it will be important to extend the analysis interval further to determine

horizontal and vertical eye velocity
of pursuit.
For reasons enunciated
"open-loop"
interval, and one of our
target motion within this interval.
the asymptotic performance
of the

pursuit system,

for the later times.
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of pursuit initiation (and the start of the analysis interval) from averages of the responses to
using both the horizontal and vertical components
of eye velocity so that we have large eye
We will check that this approach yields the same answer as: marking the onset of pursuit by
trial; and using the method of Carl and Gellman (1987). The latter method finds the time of

intersection
of two regression
lines fitted to i) the baseline eye velocity in the first 60 ms after the onset of target
motion and ii) eye velocity during its rising phase 20-60 ms after it has exceeded
2 standard deviations
of the
fixation noise. Trials will be excluded from analysis if the monkey generates a saccade in the interval between the
onset of stimulus motion and the end of the open-loop
analysis interval, or if he fails to generate
good smooth
tracking in the later, steady-state
portion of target motion. Data from 100-200 ms after the onset of pursuit will be
included only up to the time of the first saccade, meaning that there may be separate numbers of trials in each bin for
this interval.
Our analysis has been developed over the past year and is described in detail in the "Preliminary
Data". We will use
computations
of the signal-to-noise
ratio of eye direction for pairs of target directions to determine the difference that
can be discriminated
at threshold
as a function
of time since the onset of pursuit.
The proposal
could be
accomplished
by simply comparing
the mean and standard deviation
of eye velocity for responses
to different
stimulus directions
and asking when the means are separated by more than one standard deviation. However,
the
more powerful
analyses brought by the collaboration
with Bill Bialek will enhance our progress by yielding more
complete answers that are closer to the real limit on the ability of pursuit to discriminate
different target directions.
Pitfalls

and possible

problems.

1) Latency. Our preliminary
data show that directional noise does not alter the latency of pursuit, as long as the mean
eye speed does not vary as a function of directional noise. We will test for any effects of latency on the analysis by
dividing the trials into two groups according to whether latency is longer or shorter than median, and asking whether
direction discrimination
depends on latency. 2) Eye monitor noise. The lower the eye monitor noise, the more
reliably we can assess the directional variation introduced by variation in the MT population
code. We will select
monkeys whose eye coils have the lowest noise for these experiments,
and we will evaluate eye coils with more
turns to see if this is a way of reducing measurement
noise.
Aim

#2: Analysis

of MT neural

responses

during

direction

discrimination

by pursuit.

Aim #2 will analyze the variation in neural responses in area MT for stimuli that have been analyzed in detail in Aim
#1. We will make recordings
from area MT in awake monkeys
during performance
of the very direction
discrimination
task we wish to understand.
This will give us the most valid basis for analyzing how the population
response in MT is decoded to determine the direction of pursuit. We will start with the goal of using two classes of
stimuli.
One will be the motion of 100% correlated
random
dot textures, which yields the best direction
discrimination
in the behavior, and the other will be the stimulus from Aim #I that causes the greatest degradation
of
the behavior,
almost certainly the random walk dots. We will obtain a suitable data base for asking the detailed
questions
outlined in Aim #3: how can the MT population response
be pooled to yield pursuit behavior, given the
strength of the signal in MT, the variation of firing rate in the first 100 ms of the motion response,
and any
correlations
between either the discharge
of different neurons
or behavior
or between the firing of individual
neurons.
Detailed

design

of the recording

experiments.

Approach
to single unit recording. We use the vertical approach
to area MT. A cylinder is implanted
over the
parietal cortex approximately
at the stereotaxic
coordinates:
posterior
3-4 mm, lateral 15 ram.
Electrodes
are
introduced
in a guide tube through a grid purchased from Crist Instruments.
The electrodes are driven down through
the anterior bank of the superior temporal sulcus (STS), through area MST, and across the lumen of the STS into
area MT. MT is recognized by the combination
of its location across the lumen of the STS, relatively small receptive
fields compared
to MST, and highly-directional
responses.
A number
of our prior publications
(e.g. Ferrera &
Lisberger
1997; Churchland
& Lisberger 200 lb) demonstrate
our ability to record from MT in awake monkeys.
vertical approach gives us good access to the central 5-10 degrees of the visual field in area MT: recording
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the activity

of MT neurons

target is close to the position

and pursuit

behaviors

because

of fixation.

Our primary goal will be to record the activity of single neurons in MT, but we also plan two approaches
to obtain
recordings from multiple single units. One will take advantage of the fact that we do sometimes isolate the activity
of a large unit and a small unit well enough so that they can be discriminated
independently
by either hardware or
software (after Zohary et al 1994). The other will use the Thomas micro-drive
system with either multiple single
electrodes or tetrodes. Our early experience with this system indicates it will be an asset for the next project period.
Once we have isolated one or more MT neurons, we will quickly characterize
the spatial extent of their receptive
fields and their preferred speed(s) and direction(s)
by having the monkey fixate a stationary target while we move
100% correlated random dot textures in the receptive field of the neurons.
Direction tuning will be assessed first on
a grid of 30 ° and then on a grid of 3 to 5 ° within the 30 ° range that contains the preferred direction.
be assessed with a range of stimuli from 0.5 to 64 or 128°/s in octave steps. Six to 10 repetitions
should suffice.

Speed tuning will
of each stimulus

Trial design. The basic trial design will be the same as used in Aim #1. All stimuli will start at the same location on
the receptive field of the neuron. Some adjustments
will be made in the duration of trials to enable more rapid
collection of neural data. Trials will be 1.5-2 seconds in duration and monkeys will be rewarded for keeping eye
position

close to the center of the dot texture

throughout

the later phases

of the target motion.

Choice of target forms. We wiU choose targets based on the results of Aim #1. Many experiments
will use 2 target
forms for which pursuit shows different capacities to discriminate
small differences
in target direction.
One target
will be patches of moving 100% correlated random dots. The other target will have increased stimulus noise, likely
the "random-walk
of direction" stimulus (Williams
& Sekuler 1984). Some experiments
will use a single stimulus
form and multiple target motions, while others will use a very narrow range of target motions and a larger number of
stimulus forms. In some experiments,
we will use the same random seed so that the stimulus has exactly the same
noise repeatedly,
while in other experiments
we will vary the seed. In either case, we will compute the median
direction of motion in each stimulus.
Using the same seed repeatedly
has the advantage
of removing
stimulus
variation, but the disadvantage
of potentially time-locking
the spikes from individual MT neurons to features of the
stimulus (e.g. Bair & Koch 1996). We will try to make intelligent choices about how to deal with this trade-off,
based on our early data. Perhaps a good _compromise will be to use many repetitions of each of a small number of
different seeds.
To enable the most controlled
analysis of MT neurons, we will use dot textures that move through an invisible
aperture that is stationary over the receptive field for an initial 100 ms. After the critical stimulus period is over, the
aperture will move with the dots. This stimulus configuration
was introduced
as a control in Aim #1, where it is
described
in more detail.
We think that a 100 ms interval of dot motion within a stationary
aperture should be
sufficient, since our data analysis will be based on the first 100 ms of the neural responses and the first 100 ms of
pursuit, which is driven by those early neural responses.
If we have to deal with longer latency pursuit and/or neural
responses, then we will extend the duration of the "100-ms" interval accordingly.
Choice of target direction
and speed. The goal of Aim #2 is to characterize
the population
codes in MT by
understanding
the mean and variation of the response of neurons with preferred speeds that do and do not coincide
closely with the speed and direction of target motion. To record the population response, the pure approach is to use
the exact same stimuli for all neurons. However,
it does not make sense to waste time recording
extensively with
target motions

that do not modulate

neural responses

at all. We propose

a compromise.

In designing our recording experiments,
it is necessary to keep our stimulus set small. To address questions of signal
and variation,
and to establish meaningful
correlations
between neural responses
and behavior, we will need to
obtain many repetitions
of each stimulus.
For example, 50 repetitions
of 20 stimuli will require a total of 1000
behavioral trials. With the monkey working well, this will require about 3000 seconds, or about 50 minutes of data,
a realistic goal for recordings
from MT neurons. So, we will strive to complete one good experiment
on each MT
neuron, and we will assemble our understanding
of the signal and variation in the population response on the basis of
small but well-controlled
experiments
on different neurons.
Of course, it would be powerful to record from -100
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neurons simultaneously
for many days in a row to fully characterize the population
but I have chosen not to devote years to technical development
before addressing
the next project
Instead

response to the full set of stimuli,
the biological questions posed for

period.

of tiling the parameter

space of possible

stimuli evenly, we will sample the responses

along different

parametric
variation.
We will design our stimulus set to determine
the mean and variation
different places on their direction and speed tuning curves, and for a range of stimulus forms, so
a realistic model of MT responses. The ideal model, would provide an accurate description
of
function of stimulus parameters,
and variation as a function of mean response, for example.
recordings
will be designed to answer a series of questions with a realistic number of trials,
interleaved trial presentation:

axes of

in MT responses
at
that we can develop
mean response as a
Individual blocks of
using our standard

1) How does the mean and variation of MT responses change as a function of small changes in target direction
around different median directions? Motion will be near the preferred speed of the neuron under study, and in
directions of 0, +3 and +6 ° relative to medians that are either a) at the preferred direction or b) at sites on the
flank of the direction tuning curve that elicit responses of different percentages
of maximum.
This experiment
includes 10 target motions for each form of the stimulus.
2)

What mean and variation are present for neurons that prefer motion in the direction
opposite to that of the
stimulus? When there is a modulation
of baseline activity for motion in the null direction of a neuron, motion
will be in directions of 0, +_3 and +6 ° relative to medians that are either at the preferred or the null direction for
the neuron under study. This experiment will include
and will contain opposite direction controls.

10 different

target motions

for each form of the stimulus,

3)

Does the variation of MT responses depend on whether or not the stimulus is near the preferred
speed of the
neuron under study? Motion will be in directions of 0, +3 and +6 ° relative to the preferred
direction of the
neuron under study, using speeds that are near a) preferred speed and b) the best speed for studying the behavior,
which is 20°/s. Again, this experiment
will include 10 different target motions for each form of the stimulus,
without opposite direction controls.

4)

How does the mean and variation of MT responses change as a function
of directional
noise in the stimulus
form ? Stimuli will move in only a few directions near and far from the preferred direction of the neural under
study, but will contain as many as 6 different amounts of directional noise. This design will test if the population
code in MT and the directional
discrimination
of pursuit degrade at different rates as a function of directional
noise in the stimulus.
There may be a range where the population
code is already degraded but the pursuit
behavior remains asymptotically
good, followed by a range where both deteriorate.

For each experimental
design used above, we will do behavioral
control experiments
to verify that the direction
discrimination
of pursuit is not altered by changes in experimental
design that enable simultaneous
and properly
controlled measurements
of neural and pursuit behavior.
Why do we propose
to use stimuli that are sub-optimal for the neuron under study? Any population
decoding
mechanism
must deal with the signal and variation in all active neurons, not just those with preferred speed and
direction that match the motion of the stimulus, and we will need to include those data in our models for Aim #3. We
will use on-line analysis during recordings
to help us make intelligent choices about the exact speeds and directions
of target motion. Our choices will depend on the level of spontaneous
activity of the neuron under study, the width
of the speed and direction tuning curves, and the presence or absence of modulation of firing for motion in the nulldirection. For targets that present degraded motion, MT neurons may show strong responses for motion in the nulldirection (e.g. Churchland
& Lisberger
2001b). Given our hypothesis
that an opponent
motion signal is used to
decode target speed for pursuit (Churchland
& Lisberger 2001b), it will be critical to collect responses to motion in
the null direction at least for targets with directional noise, and in some neurons for 100% correlated textures as well.
How will we deal with the preference
of pursuit behavior for target motion toward the position of fixation and the
ease of studying pursuit with target speeds of 10 to 30°/s?
Most of the MT neurons we encounter
will have a
combination
of receptive field locations and preferred directions
that don't fit this constraint,
and many will have
lower preferred speeds. They will have to be studied with target motion that is far from optimal for pursuit. We will
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the practical solution of choosing stimuli that yield some responses
directions
are not ideal for eliciting strong pursuit.
Our choices

from the neuron(s)
under study, even if
will be based on additional
behavioral

experiments
to understand
the ranges of target speed and target directions relative to fixation that can be used to
analyze direction discrimination
of pursuit. We will record from all neurons we encounter, but we will use only
recordings
with suitable directions of target motion to correlate pursuit behavior with individual neural responses.
We anticipate that at least 25% of our recording experiments will be suitable for the latter correlation.
Why do 1 not propose
to micro-stimulate
in MT? If direction
is decoded for pursuit by a vector-averaging
computation,
then stimulation in MT should bias pursuit toward the preferred direction of the most active neurons.
It
does (Groh et al 1997; Born et al 2000). At this point, I do not see big advances that would come from repeating this
experiment,
though it may work better, for example, with a noisy visual stimulus.
We have been successful
in
evoking eye movements
from micro-stimulation
in MT (Carey & Lisberger 2003b), and we will remain aware of the
potential power of this approach as the project evolves.
Data analysis.
between those

Our primary goal will be to establish the statistics of the response variation
statistics and variation in the behavioral output of pursuit eye movements.

and the relationship

We will focus on the first 100 ms of the pursuit and neural responses.
First, we will align all responses to identical
stimuli on the onset of stimulus motion and accumulate histograms
of neural firing rate and averages of eye velocity.
These will be used for analysis of neural and pursuit response latencies and creation of tuning curves for speed and
direction.
Second,
we will analyze all individual
trials by measuring
a) the direction
and magnitude
of eye
acceleration
in the first 100 ms of pursuit and b) spike count in the last 100 ms before the onset of target motion and
in the first 100 ms after the latency of the average neural response.
We propose
1)

data analysis

to characterize

Variation of neural responses
will be to characterize
both

three basic features

of the data.

as a function of stimulus form, direction, and speed relative to preferred.
Our goal
the mean and the variation
in responses
of individual neurons as the basis for

creating a model of the MT population code for use in Aim #3. We will plot distributions
of the frequency
of
different spike counts in the first 100 ms of the response
to stimulus motion and in the baseline responses
recorded in the last 100 ms before the onset of stimulus motion. To facilitate the computational
aim, we will
assess the quality of fit with different standard noise models.
The outcome of successful recording and analysis
will be a quantitative
description of response amplitude and variation as a function of 1) stimulus direction and
speed and 2) directional
noise in different target forms. To assess effects on neural firing and responsiveness
over longer time scales, we will compute
correlations
between
the baseline
and response
spike counts in
individual trials. This information
is not available from prior experiments
either for the first 100 ms of responses
to 100% correlated dots or for responses to the "random walk" stimulus.
2)

Correlations
between neural responses and pursuit responses. For experiments where the trial configuration
was
valid for analysis of the directional
discrimination
of pursuit, we will analyze the relationship
between
the
direction of pursuit and the spike count in the first 100 ms of the response for responses to motion in each given
direction.
As a control, we will correlate the direction of pursuit with the spike count in the last 100 ms before
the onset of the target motion. This analysis will follow the roadmap outlined in Britten et al (1996). We will
divide the pursuit responses to a given stimulus according
to response direction, and we will then compare the
distributions
of the MT neuron responses for the two sub-samples
of pursuit directions. We will do statistical
tests of the difference in the two distributions
of neural responses, and we will also use ROC analysis to compute
"choice probability"
as an estimate of the size of any effects (Green & Swets 1966).
We will be inventive in our choices of how to divide the pursuit responses into two sub-samples.
Variation in the
response of MT neurons could have an effect on the behavioral
output that is not read out as simple variation in
the direction
of the initiation
of pursuit. Suppose,
for example,
that target motion is rightward
and we are
recording from a neuron that prefers rightward motion. Lower firing in the neuron might reduce the probability
that pursuit is purely rightward
and bias it to be slightly upward or downward from rightward,
but with equal
probability.
To test this possibility, for example, we will divide the pursuit responses according to how far their
actual direction is from the median direction, without regard for the sign of the difference between pursuit and
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neural variation

from the same random

rather

than stimulus

variation,

seed.

Correlations
in the responses of pairs of neurons. When we are able to isolate the responses of pairs of neurons,
we will analyze the correlation in all 4 combinations
of each neuron's responses in the last 100 ms before target
motion and the first 100 ms of the response. Zohary et al (1994) analyzed correlations
in spike counts over long
analysis intervals and Bair et al (2001) on short time scales, but neither focused on the first 100 ms of the
response in a clean stimulus condition lacking "on-responses"
to the appearance of the stimulus. When we record
pairs of neurons with trial configurations
that are valid for analysis of the directional
discrimination
of pursuit,
we will analyze the correlation
between the direction of pursuit and various ways of computing
the joint
responses of the two neurons. Zohary et al (1994) provide a roadmap for this kind of analysis, and we will follow
their lead in using the z-score to normalize
for confounding
variables
such as stimulus direction,
and in
performing
control analyses on the basis of responses to identical stimuli derived from the same random seed.
Note that we propose to correlate the spike count over 100 ms in different neurons, rather than the technically
more challenging
task of correlating the exact timing of spikes in different neurons.
Thus, we will avoid the
technical problems of correlating the precise timing of spikes from two neurons recorded on the same electrode.

Pitfalls

and possible

1) Latency.

Pursuit

problems.
latency

does

not depend

on directional

noise,

but it does depend

on speed.

Further,

neural

response latency in MT depends on stimulus direction relative to preferred direction (Raiguel et al 1999). We will
explore the relationship
between neural latency and behavioral response to see whether it sheds light on the goals of
the project. 2) Eye position. Especially when we are using the same random seed repeatedly,
it will be important to
control for effects of minor changes in eye position in the 100 ms between the onset of target motion and the onset of
pursuit.
We will. 3) Too large a parameter space. The parameter space is too large to allow full characterization
of a
neuron's
responses.
Therefore,
we have designed
experiments
that sample the parameter
space intelligently,
characterizing
the effects of parametric
variation along one axis at a time. 4) After the fact discovery that stimulus
parameters
were not perfect. It is inevitable
that our on-line assessment
of preferred direction will be imperfect.
However,
the data will still be useful if, for example, we sample target motions that are 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15 ° on just
one side of the true preferred direction. These "errors" can be used to our advantage to help us sample more fully the
variation in MT responses on different parts of the tuning curves. 5) Challenging
to obtain multiple single units. In
the past, we have recorded from pairs occasionally
even without making this an explicit goal. The capability to use
the Thomas system with either multiple single electrodes
or single tetrodes and the availability
of high-powered
spike-sorting
software from Plexon and neighboring
laboratories
should help. We expect to succeed often enough to
answer the important question of how well the first 100 ms of neural responses are correlated among neurons with
different degrees of directional and speed tuning.
Aim

#3, Computational

analysis

of decoding

algorithms

in the context

of real neural

responses.

We will conduct a computational
analysis of a model comprising
a population of input units with mean and variation
of responses based on the MT data obtained in Aim #2, a "pooling computation",
and "motor variation" (Figure 19).
The goal of the model will be to account for the mean and variation of the behavioral responses to different stimulus
INPUT UNITS
forms on the basis of: a) the mean and variation of the
neural responses and b) the correlation
in the responses
of pairs of MT neurons. We will represent the variation
_
0
0
0
0
g ° ° ° ° i"_
_3
o
o
o
o
POoling
_
Motor
L_t_Eye
in the MT population
code accurately
and evaluate the
o
o
o
o
•
-Ic°mputatiOnl
........
- I variat_°n
J -dlreeti°_
effect of changing the pooling computation
and the motor
variation
on motor performance.
Specifically
we will
rl
Q
o
o
o
attempt
to find a single model that can simulate the
Preferredspeed
directional
thresholds
of pursuit
from Aim #1 and
responses
of MT neurons and the correlations
between
neural
and behavioral
variation
from Aim #2 for all
to study the transformation
of the population
code in MT into
I Figure
Schematic
drawingof the
of initiation
the model of that
will be used
commands19. for
the direction
pursuit.

stimulus

forms

to understand
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importance

sets of parameters

will be to set up the equations

to define

of population

selected

according

a given

versus
the details

form of the model

single

neuron

given later in
and one set of

parameters
and then to test the model exactly the same way we tested the pursuit system in Aim #1. We will run 50100 repetitions
of each combination
of target motion and stimulus form. In each repetition, we will compute the
spike count for each input unit, subject those spike counts to the chosen pooling computation,
and add variation the
its output according
to the parameters
chosen for the motor variation.
The output of the motor variation will be
taken as the direction of pursuit for that trial. After all trials have been simulated, we will subject the "data" to the
same analyses used in Aim #1 for the directional
discrimination
of pursuit and in Aim #2 for the correlation between
variation in the firing of individual MT neurons and variation in the direction of pursuit. At this stage, we propose to
create a static model of the first i00 ms of neural responses and the first 100 ms of the initiation of pursuit, where the
input will be spike counts over 100 ms and the output will be a single number indicating pursuit
relationship
between variance and E2 suggests a dynamic model as a future computational
analysis.
Activity

in the input

units for the model.

We will create

a model

population

direction.

The

of input units that tiles the space

of

preferred
direction and speed evenly, in loose keeping with the distributions
of preferred directions and speeds in
several large recording samples (e.g. Maunsell & Van Essen 1983; Kiorpes et al 1996; Churchland et al 2003). Input
units will be defined so that they mimic the firing statistics we recorded in area MT. We will represent the activity of
each input unit as a single number indicating the number of spikes fired in the first 100 ms of the response. Each
time a stimulus is presented
to the model, we will compute the number of spikes emitted in the 100-ms analysis
interval for each input unit, taking into account where the stimulus is on the unit's individual speed and direction
tuning curves. Thus, each unit will give a different response
on successive
presentations
of the same stimulus,
creating realistic
variation in the model MT population
response.
Mike Shadlen has agreed to help us create
covariance matrices to control the degree of correlation and variation between the responses of different input units.
As a starting point, before our data are available, we will use correlations
of 0.1 to 0.2 for neurons with similar
direction preferences
and degrade the correlation
gradually across the population of MT neurons with increasingly
dissimilar direction preferences
(Zohary et al 1994; Bait et al 2001).
The input unit models will be set up so that they create realistic response mean and variation for each of the stimulus
forms in our experiments.
Thus, the model MT population response will be different for different stimulus forms. If
we have created the model correctly,
then recording
from any of our model MT units using the stimuli, target
directions, and speeds proposed for Aim #2 will yield model data with statistics (and correlations between the firing
of pairs of neurons) that are indistinguishable
from those in the real data. We will check this.
Summary of parameters
to be varied. To assess model performance
and understand
the tradeoffs, we will vary: the
number of input units, the degree of correlation
among the firing of input units, the exact pooling computation,
the
preferred
directions and speeds of the input units, and the amount of "motor variation".
We do not anticipate that
there will be one answer, but instead we expect to find the same classes of tradeoffs documented
by Shadlen et al
(1996). For example, we can guess that different pooling computations
will produce pursuit directions with different
amounts of variation. The behavioral
output may depend importantly
on whether the pooling computation
is based
on an opponent
motion computation.
Increasing
the number of input units will reduce the variation
of pursuit
direction and improve direction discrimination.
Correlations
between neural and behavioral
responses will depend
on a trade-off among number of units, correlations
among pairs of units, and the amount of motor variation. Our goal
will be to quantify these tradeoffs based on well-controlled
data, and to define the ranges of parameters
that yield
realistic performance.
This approach should constrain the neural mechanisms
of the pooling computation
in the
brain and suggest experiments
to test the model.
Variations
of the pooling computation.
The pooling computation
will implement
responses of the input units and providing an output that can be run through the motor
the direction of eye movement
in the first 100 ms of pursuit. Each time a "trial" is run
pooling computation
to combine the spike counts from all input units and produce a
will vary the pooling computation
along several axes.
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We will assess different basic computations,
including
"winner-take-all",
summation".
Available
information
makes us think that vector-averaging
experiments
in Aims #1 and #2 will generate
evaluate all computations
with an open mind.

"vector-averaging",
will work best.

and "vectorHowever,
the

a new class of data that go beyond mean responses,
and we will
Vector-summation
weights every unit's response according
to its

preferred direction; vector-averaging
will be vector-summation
normalized by the sum of the activity of all input
units. We are aware of the issues of vector-averaging
versus maximum likelihood estimates (Deneve et al 1999),
and a future direction would be to include a pooling computation
based on the 3-layer networks of Deneve et al
(1999) to assess
2)

the relative

utility of these different

approaches.

We will explore computations
based on different groups of input units. To decode the direction of target motion,
does pursuit "listen" only to neurons with preferred directions (speeds) close to the direction (speed) of stimulus
motion, or does it "listen" to neurons with a wide range of tuning? If the latter, then pursuit performance
would
be subject to the variation of responses in neurons that are responding weakly and not contributing
much signal.
To explore this issue, we will evaluate how the performance
of the model depends on the range of preferred
speeds and directions
in the input units. We hypothesize
that the pooling computation in the brain is based on the
full distribution
of MT neurons, and that neurons will contribute noise to the decoding computation
even when
they are not contributing
much signal. However, the fact that pursuit can selectively track one of two targets
(e.g. Ferrera & Lisberger
1995; Gardner & Lisberger 2001) means that this needn't be tree.

3)

We will test several different configurations for creating an opponent motion signal. An opponent signal will be
created by using positive weights for neurons with preferred
directions within 900 of stimulus direction, and
negative weights for units with preferred directions more than 90 ° from stimulus direction.
We will test the
effect of using opponent motion signals when the input units are tuned only for stimulus and opposite direction
motion, and when they have a wider range of preferred directions up to +90 ° from stimulus direction.

Variation within our proposed model comes heavily from the statistics of the MT model input units, but variation in
the brain comes from all levels of processing.
In pursuit eye movements,
it seems likely that variation is contributed
by the sensory inputs, the pooling operation, and downstream
motor circuits. Sources of variation other than those in
the discharge
of MT neurons in our model are lumped into an element that we call "motor variation"
(Figure 19).
Each output from the pooling computation
will be used to define the center of a Gaussian distribution and the model
pursuit direction output from the model will be determined by drawing one sample from the Gaussian distribution.
Timetable
YEAR
Aim #1: Pursuit

behavior

X

Aim #2: MT recordings
Aim #3: Model

creation

Aim #3: Model

testing

1

YEAR 2

YEAR 4

X

X

X

X

YEAR

5

X
X

X

YEAR 3

X
X

We will first complete
the behavioral
experiments
in Aim #1 to choose the target form to be used for the MT
recordings in Aim #2. We plan to complete Aim #1 in the first two years of the project period, and Aim #2 in years 24. It should be possible to meet this time schedule, because the experiments
in these aims are straightforward,
and
mostly without any need for serious technical development.
Aim #3 will be divided into two phases.
In years 1 and
2, we will develop a version of the model that will be used to explore the pooling computations
for a pre-existing
set
of data derived from the motion of static random dot textures.
The model will be based on assumptions
and
educated guesses about the variation in the responses of MT neurons, and on our preliminary
data on the direction
discrimination
of pursuit.
In years 3-5, we will refine the model by basing it more and more completely
on the data
acquired in Aim #1 and, importantly,
Aim #2. This strategy will allow us to develop
progressively
to the final level of detail outlined in the description
of Aim #3.
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Animals

Provide a detailed description
of the proposed
use of the animals in the work outlined in the Research
Design
and Methods section. Identify the species, strains, ages, sex, and numbers of animals to be used in the proposed
work. Research will be conducted on male Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) of ages approximately
3-10 years.

o

We expect to use approximately
6 monkeys over the 5 year course of the project. Monkeys will be housed in
individual cages that communicate
to allow them to spend most of the day with regular partners, when research
protocols allow this. They are trained to come to the front of the cage so that their collars can be hooked with a
pole to allow us to escort them to a specially-designed
primate chair. They are then transported
to the laboratory
for either behavioral
training or experiments.
They are trained to fixate and track spots of light or other visual
stimuli in exchange for fluid reinforcements:
to motivate them to perform, other sources of fluid are restricted
when they are involved in active study. Experiments
involve measurement
of eye movement and of the electrical
activity of single neurons. To allow this, monkeys are subjected to a series of survival surgical procedures
using
isofluorane
anesthesia and aseptic procedure to implant: a receptacle that allows us to restrain their heads during
experiments,
an eye coil that allows us to measure their eye positions, and recording cylinders that allow us to
introduce
micro-electrodes
through the dura into the chosen sites in the brain for either recording
or microstimulation
with electrical currents sufficient to activate small groups of neurons.
Most daily experiments
last
approximately
4 hours, after which monkeys are returned to their home cages and their partners.
Justify the use of animals, the choice of species, and the numbers to be used. If animals are in short supply,
costly, or to be used in large numbers, provide an additional rationale for their selection and numbers. We are
performing
the experimental
component of the proposal on animals to allow us to obtain information
about the
mean and variation of neural and behavioral responses to a specific set of visual stimuli. The data obtained from
the animals are required for the computational
analysis that will address the specific questions
posed in the
proposal:
how is the population
response in a cortical sensory area pooled to create a command
for accurate
movements.
We could perform the computational
analysis without the data, but it would no be relevant to the
question of how the brain transforms
sensory inputs into motor commands.
We have chosen to use Rhesus
monkeys because the background
information
for our experiments
came from this species.
We already know
considerable
about the smooth pursuit eye movements
and the discharge of neurons in cortical area MT in rhesus
monkeys and larger animal numbers would be required to change species. We have chosen to work on primates
because of the ability to do this kind of intensively behavioral
experiment
on them. Animal numbers are small,
because we are able to maintain animals for several years in the laboratory, and because the experimental
design
requires that we obtain both the behavioral
and neural data from the same individuals.
Indeed, 6 monkeys may
be an over-estimate
of the numbers that will be required to complete this project.

.

.

Provide information
on the veterinary
care of the animals involved. UCSF employs clinical veterinarians
who
round on the monkeys according to a regular schedule, and who are called in to make decisions about any serious
veterinary
conditions.
I employ two licensed veterinary nurses. One is responsible
for surgical anesthesia, for
maintenance
of accurate and complete health records, and for ensuring that research in my laboratory remains in
compliance
with all local and governmental
regulations.
One is responsible for working with the monkeys daily,
taming and training them, and maintaining
careful and accurate records of fluid consumption
and animal
weights.

.

Describe the procedures
for ensuring that discomfort, distress, pain, and injury will be limited to that which is
unavoidable
in the conduct of scientifically
sound research. Describe
the use of analgesic,
anesthetic,
and
tranquilizing
drugs andor comfortable
restraining
devices, where appropriate,
to minimize discomfort,
distress,
pain, and injury. Surgery is performed
with monkeys under surgical levels of anesthesia with Isoflourane.
Postsurgical analgesia is provided by two doses of non-steroidal
analgesic (currently Toridol) at 8 hour intervals and
at least 36 hours
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experiments,
monkeys
sit in a plastic box that we call a primate chair. They are conditioned
to the chair by
training them with positive reinforcement
to move to the chair voluntarily.
The chair is designed to prevent any
skin abrasions and the monkeys are inspected daily to ensure that they are not injured in the chair.
Monkeys'
heads are restrained
during experiments
by fastening an implanted
coupler to the ceiling of the primate chair.
Because the couple is attached to the skull, this is accomplished
without causing distress or pain (for monkey or
experimenter),
and the chair then is adjusted to eliminate
any points of pressure or rubbing.
In their cages,
monkeys wear only a collar. Their necks are inspected regularly to ensure a proper fit.
.

Describe
any method of euthanasia
to be used and the reasons for its selection. State whether this method is
consistent
with the recommendations
of the Panel on Euthanasia
of the American
Veterinary
Medical
Association.
If not, present a justification
for not following
the recommendations.
Monkeys
are euthanized by
intra-aortic
perfusion with formalin after nearly-lethal
anesthesia with intravenous
pentobarbital.
Anesthesia
is
give to effect - until respiration rate is very slow and all reflexes are suppressed. We do not give lethal doses of
anesthesia
because of the need to preserve the integrity of brain tissue until it is fixed by the perfusion with
formalin. This method is consistent with the recommendations
of the Panel on Euthanasia
of the AVMA.
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Dear

Steve,

I am

happy

Control

to serve

as a consultant

of Eye Movement.

I have

to this point and I think that
among
our different
research
aims:
1. Analysis
of pursuit
the use of continuous

for your

very

much

NIH

enjoyed

there are several
programs.
With

behavior.
I have
motor outputs--as

grant

entitled
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collaboration

up

opportunities
for synergy
reference
to your specific

been interested
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opposed
to reports
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sentations.
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probes of the underlying
precision
of sensory
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analysis
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input.
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